AUTHOR INDEX

Clare, Scott M. Dry-Erase Boards for Students' Responses to Classroom Exercises. Dec., 724.
Craine, Timothy, and Charles Waiveris. Where Are We? Sept., 524-34.
Dillendik, John, Bettie Smolansky, and Kay Somers. Class Activities with Student-Generated Data. Feb., 105-7.
Durkin, Marilyn B. Stimulating Mathematical Interest with Dynamical Systems. Mar., 242-47.
Gorini, Catherine A. Using Clock Arithmetic to Send Secret Messages. Feb., 100-4.
Hanson, Robert, Frank D. Nowosielski, and Tal Watanabe. Morgan's Theorem. May, 420-23.
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Housinger, Margaret M. A Trap a Surprise in an Isosceles Trapezoid. Jan., 12-14.
Huetnick, Linda. Group Theory: It’s a SNAP. Apr., 342-46.
Krammer, Steven L. Block Scheduling and High School Mathematics Instruction. Dec., 758-68.
Kulig, Christopher J., O. Curn. Winning at QUARTO! May, 374-75.
Lwther, Martha H. The Square-Patio Problem. Jan., 4-6.
Lufkin, Dan. The Incredible Three-by-Five Card! Feb., 96-98 (see also Oct., 576).
Murdick, Kent. Short-Term Sales Forecasting. Jan., 48-52.
Nichols, Joe D. Reflections: A Lesson in Related Rates. May, 390-93.
Nowosielski, Frank D., Robert Hanson, and Tad Watanabe. Morgan’s Theorem. May, 420-23.
Parker, Jacquelyn, and James Pelech. The Graphing Calculator and Division of Fractions. Apr., 304-5.
Pelech, James, and Jacquelyn Parker. The Graphing Calculator and Division of Fractions. Apr., 304-5.
Potter, Margaret A. Using a Feedback Form to Communicate with Students. Mar., 184-85.
Robertson, James W. Solution or Bused. Apr., 280-82.
Samide, Andrew J., and Amanda M. Warfield. A Mean Solution to an Old Circle Standard. May, 411-13 (see also Dec., 711).
Smolarsky, Betty, John Dilenik, and Kay Somers. Class Activities with Student-Generated Data. Feb., 105-7.
Somers, Kay, John Dilenik, and Betty Smolarsky. Class Activities with Student-Generated Data. Feb., 105-7.
Stallings, Virginia, and Carol Tascione.
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Statistics

Publications, 362, 436, 518.
Reader Reflections, 291, 578, 591.
Analyzing Data from the Olympic Games for Trends and Inferences. May, 370-72.
Class Activities with Student-Generated Data. Feb., 105-7.

Teacher Education

Projects, 437-38, 540.
Reader Reflections, 83, 725.

Technology

Products, 518-19, 520, 784, 786.
Publications, 362, 364.
Projects, 172, 258, 606.
Classroom Technology: Tool for, or Focus of, Learning? Feb., 134-37.

Interactive Calculus, IBM compatible, Microsoft Windows 3.1 or Windows 3.0 plus multimedia extensions, 486SX processor. Feb., 169-70.

Probability

Prob Sim, Macintosh. Apr., 359-60.

Statistics

DataScope, Macintosh. Apr., 359.

Tests

Exam in a Can 3, IBM compatible, DOS 5.0 or higher; Macintosh. May, 433.
Toolkit for Interactive Mathematics, IBM compatible, 386 or higher. Nov., 695.

Trigonometry

Products, 786.
Publications, 258.
Reader Reflections, 55, 149-50, 194, 201, 263, 368.
How High Is the Water Tower? Apr., 274-78 (see also Dec., 710-11).
Perimeters, Patterns, and Pi. Apr., 284-88.

In NCTM Journals

Readers of the Mathematics Teacher might enjoy the following articles in the November-December issue of Mathematics Teaching in the Middle School:

* "A Teacher's View on Classroom Assessment," De A. Tonack
* "Now and Then: Brokering Money and Mathematics; From a Button-wood to a Box to a Bear and a Bull," Faye Hilgart
* "Teacher to Teacher: Graphing and Social Studies; An Interdisciplinary Activity," Julia L. Brehm

In the December issue of Teaching Children Mathematics:

* "The Whole Town Is Talking about It... 'Math Month,' That Is," Donna DeCasas Szemcsak and Oliver J. West
* "Investigating Flags: A Multicultural Approach," Linda Dolinko